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apparatus consisting of thin plate orifices, large con-I can be brought about is identical the range over 
· · ·· · fi d which hypotheses drawn from a smgle context of necting boxes ahd dehcately pmsed vanes, IS gure . b 1' d t I'llustrate facts 

· 1 · expenence can e app Ie o . 
and described by which the fundamenta pneumatiC The author examines briefly the most systematic 
laws may be demonstrated. For example, if H be the of the attempts that have been made to render tha 
head or aeromotive force, R the resistance, or sum \vhole range of sensible facts intelligible by means of 
of resistances, and V the volume of air delivered, using the concepts of " mass " and " are 
omparable units the relation H=RV•, corresponding themselves drawn.onl;,: fro.m provmce of I?r.Imary 

c . , ' · . . facts. Huygens, m his d1scusswn of the colhswn. of 
w1th Ohms law E=RC, IS shown to exist. . . elastic bodies made use of what Mach calls an 

The book is divided into three chapters compns1:-g stinctive that the of gravity of a 
respectively z6, I9, and 33 pages. The first deals With system left to itself cannot rise; this was by the· Ber
the laws flow in air circuits and their verification, noullis developed into the princ!ple of '?is. viva, upon 
in the manner already referred to. The second with which Helmholtz based wider pnnc1ple of the 

the physical .principlr;s· applicable to the ventilated 0
: 

space, in wh1ch the effects of changes. of though temperature rhanges are thus connected with 
temperature and the convectiOn currents mechanical facts, the doctrine does no.t effect a 
therefrom are discussed, and some sketches of dehcate tion of the former to the latter, nor IS Lord Kelvm .s 
and simple apparatus used by the author in his inves- absolute thermodynamic scale more succ.essful, as It 
tigations together with some real and ideal thermal makes no tho dheduce. fromf dtynamlcta 1 dataf the 
· ' · h h' d h d' experiences to w IC t e notion o · empera ure re ers. 

diagrams, are gi.ven. In t e. t 1r c. ap.ter are IS- Even the theory of Helmholtz is only partially sue-
cussed the essentials for practical ventdatwn, and, so cessful. The modern science of energetics expressly 
far as the limits of the book permit, the various sys- declines to attempt to explain one of. 
terns in general use. Here a!Yain the electrical il} terms another, .contentmg Itself w!th 
analogy is given full play, and applied to the consi- trymg to bnng phys1cal facts mto a form. of umty 

· . , h ·1 h d without reducing them to one type. In domg It deratiOn of the open fire, t e cow , t e vacuum an h'b' t' th t ds 'th the philosophical . . .1 . ex I Its a prac Ice a accor WI . 
plenum .systems, and to s1mple cross-vent! atwn. t ts f Dr. Nunn 's essav. The hvpothesis has, as 

The diction throughout the book is so clear and merely a transient function, to the 
concise that we cannot even quarrel with Dr. Shaw way to new facts, including relations between thmgs, 
when he refers to a draught along the floor as likely and should then efface itself. 
to set up " the reversed correlative of the therapeutic 
action" of putting one's feet in water, and we heartily 
endorse his suggestion that this important subject 
should receive more attention at the hands of those 
engaged in scientific research in our technical insti
tutions. 
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THis essay is an expansion of a paper read before 
the Aristotelian Society in February, 1906, and was 
in its .present form printed in September, I9o6, and 
presented to the University of London as a thesis for 
the degree of Doctor of Science. The results de
scribed were reached in the course of a study of the 
problems of science teaching in schools, but its 
pedagogical applications are not considered in the 
present volume. 

The essence of the doctrine presented by the author 
is the view that a large part of the contents of our 
consciousness from moment to moment consists of 
elements which exhibit themselves as having a certain 
unique " priority " to our conscious processes. These 
elements constitute what he describes as the objective. 
The aim of the scientific process is to render objective 
facts intelligible to .an individual consciousness by 
building up the primary facts into " secondary con
structions " bv means of ideas drawn from other con
texts of experience. No hypothesis is considered 
essentially incapable of making primary facts intel
ligible on the ground of the context of experience 
from which it is drawn, while the hypothesis is in no 
case to replace (in the sense of accounting for the 
" reality " of) the objective facts which it has been 
employed to render intelligible. The extent to which 
unification of the various provinces of scientific inquiry 
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The P-rinciples and Practice of •in By Vr. 
Walter J. Svkes. Third edition r. sed by the 
author and Arthur R. Li!.:7C';Elp . iii+s88; illus-
trated. (London: C. Griffi , d, o., Ltd., 1907.) 
Price 2 IS. net. \ • 

THE publication of 'tion f this. well-kno'Yn 
book which has b. ff qroughly revised by Its 

the late Dr. yke in conjunction with Mr. 
Ling, and brought well up to.date, should be 
by all interested in the scientific aspect of the brewmg 
industrv. In one respect we thiiik the late author 
and h(s colleague have lost an opportunity in J?Ot 
revising the original phn of the book, togethe: With 
the matter it contains, for we have always considered 
that the book suffered to some extent m usefulness 
from the manner in which it was arranged; but, how
ever this may be, the work in its present form stands 
easily first among books in our language devoted to a 
consideration of the complex scientific problems under
lying the brewer's art. 

The present.edition, like th.e is 
tially a treahse on the SCientific pnncJPles which 
underlie brewing technology, and although the word 
" practice " is included in its title, the space actually 
devoted to' a description of the various processes of 
brewing and malting is comparatively small. In a 
book which deals in a somewhat encyclopaedic manner 
with many different branches of science, naturally 
some unevenness is noticeable in the treatment of the 
various subiects .included, but none of the more recent 
investigations of importance which bear on the subjects 
discussed appears to have been overlooked, and the 
references which are given add much to the value of 
the book. The strongest part of the book is un
doubtedly the one which deals with the chemistry of 
the -carbohydrates, more especially the chemistry of 
starch, and the author's resume of the investigations 
which have been made in this country and abroad in 
connection with the transformation of starch. by 
diastase is the most complete account of the subject 
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